
Basic Information 
Team Number 
4183 
 
Team Name 
Bit Buckets 
 
Programming Language 
What programming language do you use?  
Java 
 
Public Code 
Is your code public? 
Yes 
 
What is your team’s GitHub account? 
BitBucketsFRC4183 
 
Vision 
What camera do you use? 
Limelight 2 
 
What do you like about your camera? 
It does a lot for you, it's very much plug and play 
 
What do you dislike about your camera? 
We've had difficulties with the solvePnP. 
 
If you could do vision differently, what would you change? 
Have multiple cameras, especially one so drivers can see the field 
 
Path Planning 
How do you design your paths? 
We choose points and interpolate between them with a spline 
 
What library(ies) do you use to make your paths? 
WPI 
 
What geometry do you use for your paths? (Splines, piecewise, circle, etc) 
Splines 
 
How do you integrate sensors with your paths? 
We use wheel displacement encoder data and our IMU's yaw to update our position, which we 
use to correct for errors in the trajectory with a RAMSETE controller. We were going to integrate 
encoder velocities, IMU yaw, IMU accelerations, and Limelight data into a field localization using 
a Kalman filter, but then our meetings got cancelled :( 
 
If you could do path planning differently, what would you change? 
We might want to use guiding vector fields instead of splines, or maybe some technique that 
minimizes something we don't want (such as minimizing total voltage used, minimizing distance 
travelled, etc...) 



 
Training 
How do new programmers get trained? 
During our off season we have weekly meetings where we go through examples and content 
 
Do new programmers have to work outside of practice? 
Some work is expected during off season but usually doesn't happen :) 
 
What is your general training order? (ex. Classes, functions, data types, reading 
documentation) 
We assume programmers have prior knowledge of Java (unfortunately, we don't have time to 
teach it). Then we learn about GitHub & GitKraken, creating a Robot project, learning about 
motors and encoders, WPILib, CTRE, ... 
 
What do you do if there is not enough work for all the programmers? 
Make work! There's always ways to improve the code 
 
On average, how many programmers do you have? 
4 
 
GitHub 
How do you control access to the team GitHub? 
Programmers need to have their own accounts, then those with admin privileges can merge pull 
requests 
 
How do you delegate using GitHub? 
Everyone creates their own fork, makes changes and pushes them and submits a pull request 
 
How do you handle merge issues and multiple people working on the same file with 
GitHub? 
We usually separate our tasks well, so we barely see this. If there's a merge conflict its usually 
very small 
 
How does your team make ReadME.md documents? 
We don't! 
 
Other Sensors 
What other types of sensors do you use? 
NavX IMU, Limelight, encoders, color sensor 
 
How do these sensors help your robot? 
IMU and encoders help with determining position on field. Limelight helps with aligning the 
shooter. Color sensor helps with spinning the pizza. Encoders also help to close every loop 
 
Of those sensors, which are you planning to use again in the future (if any)? 
All! Except color sensor if it's not needed 
 
How do you learn what new sensors to try and how to use them? 
We usually stick with what we have or are given in the KoP. 
 
Off Season 



What do you do in the offseason to prepare for build season? 
We try to make a small robot to train every subteam. In parallel, we use this activity to teach the 
new software students and get familiar with API changes. 
 
How does programming interact with mechanical for off season activities? 
We all agree on the requirements for the year's training robot and then get to work 
 
Documentation 
How do you document your code? 
We journal our changes every day (theoretically) and add comments (very theoretically). And 
add descriptions to our pushes and pull requests 
 
Have you documented differently in the past? What do you like better now vs then? 
We had a lot more emphasis on documenting use cases and requirements in the past, which we 
found isn't really necessary 
 
Build Season 
What do your programmers do at the start of build season? 
Discuss the expectations from code and get a general idea of what we will be coding this year. 
Then we divide the tasks 
 
How useful are the tasks that they do at the start of build season? (from 1 - 10) 
8 
 
How much time does programming get to program the robot (without mechanical 
intervention)? 
Probably a couple dozen hours 
 
How do you divide up the time programming gets on the robot between different 
mechanisms, tuning, and autonomous? 
Great question 
 
 
How do you make the schedule for programming? 
We don't! 
 
How does your team use gearbox ratios with encoder counts? 
If our sensor isn't at the same gearing as the output, then we'll divide the encoder count by the 
correct gear ratio in order to get the encoder count at the outpu 
 
How does your team define code standards? 
We have a Software Constitution specifying our conventions. If someone does something 
unorthodox, we hold a meeting and vote to see if it should be accepted (we'll be doing this for 
lambda expressions once we meet again). If it's approved, it gets ratified as an amendment to it. 
The punishment for violating the Constitution is getting "put in a peach." It's very ceremonious 
but funny 
 
Creating from Scratch vs Inheritance 
How does your team balance inheriting WPILib functions with writing custom functions? 
If WPILib has something we like but need to add more to, usually we'll actually inherit WPILib 
classes and add extra functionality 



 
What are some examples of custom functions that your team has made? 
BitBucketsSubsystem extends Subsystem and has more abstract methods to specify what 
should happen in auto, teleop, etc... We also have an OI (Operator Interface) class that lets us 
easily interface with WPILib joysticks 
 
Interesting WPILib Functions 
Are there any WPILib functions that are unusual and make your life a lot cooler or 
easier? 
WPILib's Preferences helps us determine what motor IDs to use by which robot is running the 
code. It also has a matrix exponential calculator that we use for fancy state space control stuff 
 
What class do you use for joystick control? 
OI as said earlier 
 
What class do you use for automating actions? 
We have Commands for automatic actions 
 
Joystick Layout 
Who determines the layout of the joystick for your team? 
Whatever drivers want 
 
How do you manage changes to the joystick layout? 
Whatever drivers want 
 
How do you test the joystick layout? 
Give to drivers and see if they complain 
 
PID Tuning 
When you get the robot, what is the first thing your programming team does with it? 
T u n i n g 
  
How does your team determine if motors should have encoders or not? 
If we need any sort of feedback from it for closing any loops or to be precise, we put an encoder 
 
When you PID tune a motor for position control, what is your procedure? 
We like to use CTRE's MotionMagic for position control. So first we run the motor at full speed 
and determine the maximum velocity, to determine the feedforward in velocity. Then, we set kP 
to a small value and keep doubling it until oscillations occur. When they do, we add D gain to 
dampen them. Then we add small I gain to eliminate error. If error persists, we increase P and 
D again 
 
When you PID tune a motor for velocity control, what is your procedure? 
Basically the same procedure as position, but the error is velocity error instead of position 


